Product Summary

The Protector Classic Series are time tested, quality systems made to do one job, and do it well. These systems are an excellent alternative for the homeowner that has determined that the performance and features of a hardware store product are adequate, but understands that American made quality and purposeful design make a system better able to protect your basement for years to come. Designed by experience, not accountants.

Black Label - 12

Includes:
- The SmartCharge 10 amp charger/control unit
- 1 Protector Black Label pump
- Fully adjustable switch
- 1 battery box
- Signal sensor alarm
- 3 year warranty!

Specifications
- 43 GPM @ 10' lift
- 6 days of power-outage running time*
- Indestructible and never-corrode pump construction
- Integration to Data Dispatch™ alarm system
- Charger includes LED fault indicators
- Signal sensor alarm alerts for pump activation
- Hand-built electronics
- Made in the USA

Accessories
- Maintenance free battery
- Data Dispatch™ wireless notification system
- Sensors for: water level, power outage, low battery, temperature, and motion

* 5% duty cycle (pumps for 10 seconds every 200 seconds)

Red Label - 6

Includes:
- The SmartCharge 6 amp charger unit
- 1 Protector Red Label pump
- Fully adjustable switch
- 1 battery box
- Signal sensor alarm
- 3 year warranty!

Specifications
- 29 GPM @ 10' lift
- 6 days of power-outage running time*
- Indestructible and never-corrode pump construction
- Charger includes selectable features, fault indicators, and battery rejuvenation mode
- Signal sensor alarm alerts for pump activation

Black Label - 12

Red Label - 6
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